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1 Purpose

This is a proposal (N3758 L2/09-424) to encode the Takri script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC
10646). It document replaces the following documents:

• L2/09-111 “Proposal to Encode the Takri Script in ISO/IEC 10646” (April 2009)
• L2/07-419 “Proposal to Encode the Takri Script in ISO/IEC 10646” (December 2007)

2 Introduction

Takri is the name given to the popular script used in the region of South Asia that comprises present-day
Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Panjab, and Uttarakhand (see Figure 1). It is the traditional writing
system for Chambeali, Dogri, and several ‘Pahari’ languages, such as Jaunsari, Kulvi, and Mandeali. The
name Takri appears in English sources as ’Takari’, ‘Takkari’, and ‘Tankri’, with other variations. This mul-
tiplicity of names arises from uncertain etymologies for ‘Takri’. One source holds that Takri is derived from
‘ṭaṅkā’ ‘coin’, which suggests that the script originated as a commercial script.1 Another source connects the
name Takri to ‘ṭakka’, a name referring to the old landed class of Punjab, or Takri being “the alphabet of the
Ṭakkas”, 2 Despite the uncertain etymology, the script is commonly known as ‘Ṭākarī’, and the normalized
spelling of ‘Takri’ is suggested as its name in the Universal Character Set (UCS).

Takri belongs to the Sharada family of Brahmi scripts and is related to Gurmukhi and Landa. A comparison
of Takri, Gurmukhi, Sharada, and Devanagari is given in tables 2, 3, and 4. Takri is descended from Sharada
through an intermediate form known as Devāśeṣa, which emerged in the 14th century.3 Devāśeṣa was a script
used for religious and official purposes, while its popular form, known as Takri, was used for commercial
and informal purposes. Takri became differentiated from Devāśeṣa in the 16th century.4

In its various regional manifestations Takri served as the official script of several princely states of northern
and north-western India from the 17th century until the middle of the 20th century. A reformed version of
the Takri used for writing Chambeali was established as the official script of the former Chamba State, now
in Himachal Pradesh, India, and metal types for Chambeali Takri were developed. The Dogri form of Takri
was adopted as the official script of Jammu and Kashmir and a standardized form of the script, known as

1 Vogel 1911: 47. 2 Grierson 1911: 802–803. 3 Kaul Deambi 2008: 70. 4 Kaul Deambi 2008: 70.
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Dogra Akkhar, was propagated by official decree by Maharaja Ranbir Singh of Jammu in the 1860s. Ranbir
Singh also established the Vidya Vilas Press in Jammu in order to print official publications and scholarly
books in the new Dogri script. Until the late 19th century, Takri was used concurrently with Devanagari,5
but it was gradually replaced by the latter, or in the case of Dogri Takri, on a decision in 1944 by the Dogri
Sansthan to use Devanagari as the official script for the Dogri language.

Owing to its use as both an official and popular script, Takri appears in numerous records, from manuscripts
to inscriptions. Takri was used for writing administrative documents, such as letters, land grants, and official
decrees. It appears on postage stamps and postmarks from Jammu and Kashmir from the 19th century (see
Figure 24 and Figure 25). Translations of Sanskrit texts into the Dogri language printed in Dogri Takri
were commissioned by Maharaja Ranbir Singh. The most well-known of these is the mathematical treatise
Līlavatī by Bhāskarācārya (see Figure 26). The British and Foreign Bible Society printed translations of
Christian religious texts into the Chambeali language in Takri (see Figure 17). The most well-known of Takri
records are inscriptions on Pahari paintings, which belong to the ‘Pahari’ style of miniature painting that was
developed in former princely states such as Basohli, Chamba, Kangra, and Guler. Pahari miniatures often
contain captions indicated the subject of a portrait or a description of a scene written in the local language
using Takri, or excerpts from a literary text whose scene is the subject of depiction. Specimens of Pahari
paintings with Takri inscriptions are given in Figure 8 and Figure 10.

There are reports of efforts to revive the use of Takri for languages such as Dogri, Kishtwari, and Kulvi. In
February 2006, a workshop was held in Kullu, Himachal Pradesh to provide training in the Takri script that
was used for writing Kulvi.6 In January 2009, the government of Himachal Pradesh established a program
in association with Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) for the purpose of training specialists
in Takri under the guidance of the National Manuscripts Mission.7 Revival efforts for Takri are inspired by
the quickening extinction of the script. While materials written in these languages in Takri exist, there is
no literacy in the script, and therefore no access to this literature. As a result, languages such as Gaddi are
further endangered by loss of literacy in Takri.8

An encoding for Takri in the UCS will provide linguistic communities in South Asia with the ability to
communicate in their native script and to preserve their cultural heritage. Such an encoding will also provide
a means for specialists to conduct further research on the language, art, and history of sub-Himalayan South
Asia.

2.1 Varieties of the Script

There are several regional varieties of Takri, “with each Hill State or tract having its own style.”9 Some of
these regional forms are itemized below. There is considerable variation in the spellings of the names of
the regional forms and the languages they represent. The names of languages have also changed, so that the
names used in Grierson and other sources differ from current practices. In order to assist in the identification
of languages and the forms of Takri associated with them, the language names below are denoted using ISO
639-3 codes. Specimens of Takri representative of the regional form is also indicated.

• Bhattiyali [bht]: Bhateali, Bhatiali (specimen in Figure 41)
• Chambeali [cdh]: Chambiali, Chameali, Chamiali (specimen in Figure 12, etc.)
• Dogri [dgo], [doi]: Dogari (specimen in Figure 18, etc.)
• Gaddi [gbk]: Bharmauri, Gadi (no specimens)
• Gahri [bfu]: Bunan (no specimens)
• Jaunsari [jns]: (specimen in Figure 27)

5 Kaul Deambi 2008: 71. 6 The Hindustan Times 2006. 7 The Tribute 2009. 8 National Public Radio 2006. 9 Vogel 1911.
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Figure 1: Historical geographic distribution of Takri

• Kangri [xnr]: Kangra, Kangra-Dogri (specimen in Figure 19)
• Kinnauri [kjo]: Kanauri (specimen in Figure 35)
• Kishtwari [kas]: Kashtwari, recorded as dialect of Kashmiri (Figure 38)
• Kulvi [kfx]:10 Kullu, Kului, Kullvi (Figure 33)
• Mahasu [bfz]: Kochi, Kiunthali (Figure 31)
• Mandeali [mjl]: Himachali, Mandi (specimen in Figure 36)
• Sirmauri [srx]: (specimen in Figure 29)

There is no universal, standard form of Takri. Rather, in cases where Takri was standardized, the reformed
script was limited to a particular polity, such as a kingdom or a princely state. When Grierson published a
table comparing Takri with other north-western Indic scripts, he wrote that he chose what were representative
forms of the Takri characters.11 Grierson’s approach illustrates that despite variations in glyph shapes and
orthographic style, the regional varieties of Takri adhere to a common underlying structure. To be sure, a
comparison of the letterforms of Takri varieties shows strong typological affiliation across regional forms.
However, some varieties have glyph shapes for characters that differ entirely from those proposed here. For
example, the Jaunsari and Sirmauri forms of  are unique; however the majority of characters correspond
to the Chambeali form. Given the variation in the appearance of Takri across different localities, Takri may
be considered as more a ‘class’ of scripts than as the name of a specific script.

Moreover, although regional forms of Takri may differ the shapes of glyphs for certain characters, the scripts
are perceived by their users to be ‘Takri’. As BushanKumar Kaul Deambi wrote with regard to the distinction
10 The name ‘Kulvi’ is used by the Government of India (2001). 11 Grierson 1904: 69.
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between Takri and its ancestor Devāśeṣa, “the nomenclature Devāśeṣa once popular with the local paṇḍits
is no longer used now and the people today are familiar with only one appellation[:] Ṭākarī.”12 Given this,
all regional forms of Takri may be unified with the Takri proposed here.

The reformed Dogri script may be an exception to a unified encoding for Takri. In the 1860s, Maharaja
Ranbir Singh of Jammu ordered that the form of Takri used for writing the Dogri language be reformed. The
new script was called ‘Dogra Akkhar’ or ‘Name Dogra Akkhar’ (‘New Dogra Script’) and it was established
as the official script of Jammu. The characters of Dogra Akkhar differ from the original Dogri script and also
from other standard forms of Takri, such that it may be considered a distinct script (see Table 5 and Table
6). The Dogri script is often shown separately in comparative script charts. Given this, this reformed Dogri
form of Takri may be a candidate for disunification from Takri. But, Grierson writes that Dogri is “allied”
to Takri,13 which means that the variety is typologically related to Takri and is genetically a Takri script.

For present purposes Takri may serve as a unifying block and regional forms may be accurately considered
as glyphic variants and controlled at the font level. If user requirements or further research determines a
necessity for disunifying a particular regional form of Takri, then the matter may be discussed at that time.

3 Characters Proposed

The 66 characters in this proposal comprise the core set of Takri letters and signs to be encoded in the
Supplemental Multilingual Plane (SMP) at the range U+11680..116CF. The convention used for naming
Takri characters in the UCS follows that used for Devanagari. The proposed characters are shown in the
code chart in Figure 2.

The Takri script proposed here is based on the Chambeali form of Takri used in the former State of Chamba,
which is now part of the state of Himachal Pradesh, India. The Chambeali form served as the basis for a Takri
metal font. This font was used by George Grierson to print specimens of the Chambeali, Dogri, and Kangri
languages in the Linguistic Survey of India, and by the British and Foreign Bible Society (Ludhiana, Punjab)
to print Christian literature, an excerpt of which is shown in Figure 17. The Dogri form of Takri was also
standardized and metal fonts were developed for it, but the reformed Dogri script is associated specifically
with the Dogri language, while the Chambeali form was used more broadly to write other languages, such
as Kangri. Therefore, the Chambeali form is chosen to represent a unified Takri encoding. A comparison
of the Chambeali glyphs used by Grierson with the digitized forms drawn by Anshuman Pandey is given in
Table 1.

3.1 Characters Not Proposed

The following characters are attested in printed and written Takri materials, but they are not proposed for
encoding at present:

1.   Several charts show the form 𑚋 for . This glyph is simply that of , as the
retroflex sibilant is often pronounced as an aspirated velar plosive in the Chambeali, Dogri, and ‘Pa-
hari’ languages. The chart in Figure 6 shows the glyph  for . This character resembles the
sequence  +  + , in which a half-form of  is joined to a modified form of , which
corresponds to the irregular form * ह in Devanagari. This is most likely an attempt at supplying a
character inherently lacking in Takri.

12 Kaul Deambi 2008: 70. 13 Grierson 1916a: 638.
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2.  and   Takri forms of  and   may be unified with those
of Devanagari.

3. Precomposed Characters with  Although there may be historical reasons to encoding 
characters independently, they may be represented using the base character + . Such characters
are *  ( + ), *  ( + ), *  ( + ), and *  ( +
).

4. Number Forms Fraction signs and currencymarks are found in Takri documents. They are identical
to the characters in the Common Indic Number Forms block (U+A830..U+A83F). See Pandey (2007)
for more information on these characters.

3.2 Notes on Characters

The glyphs for the proposed Takri characters are based upon those in the Chambeali metal font; however, the
Chambeali form does not contain some characters found in other forms of Takri. In order to accommodate
all forms of Takri, the proposed script includes the following characters:

1.   The character𑚓  is based upon the Dogri form, as shown in Figure 18.

2.   The character 𑚧  is based upon the form shown in Figure 6, which is most likely
derived from the form shown in Figure 44. Chambeali Takri uses  to represent .

3.   This letter represents the unaspirated retroflex flap consonant. In several north Indic
scripts this sound is represented by writing a  beneath , and in some scripts it is encoded
as the atomic character . The Chambeali form of Takri represents this sound using  ( +
); however, the Dogri form uses the character 𑚪, which is semantically identical to ֬ +05AC
  . The Takri  is, therefore, proposed for encoding as an atomic character.
It is based upon the form shown in Figure 6.

4.   The character ◌𑚶  is based upon the form depicted in Figure 6.

5.   The character ◌ 𑚷  is proposed in order to accommodate characters such as 𑚌𑚷
*, etc. that are represented arbitarily in Takri documents.

4 Implementation

4.1 Encoding Model

Takri should be implemented according to the virāma model.

4.2 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant conjuncts are infrequently written in Takri. Consonant clusters are broken through epenthesis of
the inherent vowel. When conjuncts are written, they consist of two consonants, of which the second element
is 𑚣 , 𑚤 , or 𑚩 . Takri  is represented in conjuncts as ◌, eg. 𑚐 chya. The letter  is represented
as ◌, which is written as a ligature, eg.  tra, or as a subjoining form, eg. 𑚞 pra. Letter  is written as a
half-form, eg.  mha.
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Clusters consisting of geminated consonants are written using a single consonant letter. This practice is
common to that of Gurmukhi, in which geminated consonants are written using a single letter. But, unlike
Gurmukhi in which such cases are marked using ◌ ੱ  , doubled consonants are not expressed
orthographically in Takri.

4.3 Vowel Equivalencies

Some atomic vowel letters may be represented using a sequence of a base vowel letter and a vowel sign.
This practice is not recommended. The atomic character should always be used. The characters in question
are specified below:

  

𑚁    𑚀    + ◌ 𑚭   

𑚇    𑚆    + ◌ 𑚲   

𑚈    𑚀    + ◌ 𑚴   

𑚉    𑚀    + ◌ 𑚵   

4.4 Appearance

Headlines are generally not used in Takri as is the practice for writing Devanagari. But, headlines do appear
in the glyph shapes of certain Takri letters, compare Chambeali𑚢  and𑚨 . The headline is an intrinsic
feature of glyph shapes in such varieties as Dogri Akkhar, which is inspired by the design of Devanagari
characters. There is no rule regarding the joining of headlines. The headlines of two sequential characters
possessing headlines are left unjoined in Chambeali. In printed Dogra Akkhar, the headlines of a letter and
a vowel sign are joined.

4.5 Collation

The collating order for Takri is as follows:

                         
                       
             

The writing of , , and  at the top of the consonant order after the vowels is similar to the ordering
of these consonant letters in Gurmukhi.

Combinations of consonant letter +  are sorted with the base letter.

4.6 Linebreaking

Letters, vowel signs, and digits behave as in Devanagari.
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4.7 Character Properties

The properties for Takri characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:

11680;TAKRI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11681;TAKRI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11682;TAKRI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11683;TAKRI LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11684;TAKRI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11685;TAKRI LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11686;TAKRI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11687;TAKRI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11688;TAKRI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11689;TAKRI LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168A;TAKRI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168B;TAKRI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168C;TAKRI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168D;TAKRI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168E;TAKRI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1168F;TAKRI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11690;TAKRI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11691;TAKRI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11692;TAKRI LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11693;TAKRI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11694;TAKRI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11695;TAKRI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11696;TAKRI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11697;TAKRI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11698;TAKRI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11699;TAKRI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169A;TAKRI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169B;TAKRI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169C;TAKRI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169D;TAKRI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169E;TAKRI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1169F;TAKRI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A0;TAKRI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A1;TAKRI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A2;TAKRI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A3;TAKRI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A4;TAKRI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A5;TAKRI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A6;TAKRI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A7;TAKRI LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A8;TAKRI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116A9;TAKRI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116AA;TAKRI LETTER RRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116AB;TAKRI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116AC;TAKRI SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116AD;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116AE;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116AF;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
116B0;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B1;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B2;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B3;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B4;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B5;TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B6;TAKRI SIGN VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116B7;TAKRI SIGN NUKTA;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
116C0;TAKRI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
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116C1;TAKRI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
116C2;TAKRI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
116C3;TAKRI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
116C4;TAKRI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
116C5;TAKRI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
116C6;TAKRI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
116C7;TAKRI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
116C8;TAKRI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
116C9;TAKRI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;
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116B6

116B7

116C0

116C1

116C2

116C3

116C4

116C5

116C6

116C7

116C8

116C9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2: Proposed code chart for Takri
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Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)

Date: 09-Dec-2009 2

116C9Takri11680

116C1 1 TAKRI DIGIT ONE
116C2 2 TAKRI DIGIT TWO
116C3 3 TAKRI DIGIT THREE
116C4 4 TAKRI DIGIT FOUR
116C5 5 TAKRI DIGIT FIVE
116C6 6 TAKRI DIGIT SIX
116C7 7 TAKRI DIGIT SEVEN
116C8 8 TAKRI DIGIT EIGHT
116C9 9 TAKRI DIGIT NINE

Independent vowels
11680 a TAKRI LETTER A
11681 𑚁 TAKRI LETTER AA
11682 i TAKRI LETTER I
11683 𑚃 TAKRI LETTER II
11684 u TAKRI LETTER U
11685 𑚅 TAKRI LETTER UU
11686 e TAKRI LETTER E
11687 𑚇 TAKRI LETTER AI
11688 o TAKRI LETTER O
11689 𑚉 TAKRI LETTER AU

Consonants
1168A 𑚊 TAKRI LETTER KA
1168B 𑚋 TAKRI LETTER KHA
1168C 𑚌 TAKRI LETTER GA
1168D 𑚍 TAKRI LETTER GHA
1168E 𑚎 TAKRI LETTER NGA
1168F 𑚏 TAKRI LETTER CA
11690 𑚐 TAKRI LETTER CHA
11691 𑚑 TAKRI LETTER JA
11692 𑚒 TAKRI LETTER JHA
11693 𑚓 TAKRI LETTER NYA
11694 𑚔 TAKRI LETTER TTA
11695 𑚕 TAKRI LETTER TTHA
11696 𑚖 TAKRI LETTER DDA
11697 𑚗 TAKRI LETTER DDHA
11698 𑚘 TAKRI LETTER NNA
11699 𑚙 TAKRI LETTER TA
1169A 𑚚 TAKRI LETTER THA
1169B 𑚛 TAKRI LETTER DA
1169C 𑚜 TAKRI LETTER DHA
1169D 𑚝 TAKRI LETTER NA
1169E 𑚞 TAKRI LETTER PA
1169F 𑚟 TAKRI LETTER PHA
116A0 𑚠 TAKRI LETTER BA
116A1 𑚡 TAKRI LETTER BHA
116A2 𑚢 TAKRI LETTER MA
116A3 𑚣 TAKRI LETTER YA
116A4 𑚤 TAKRI LETTER RA
116A5 𑚥 TAKRI LETTER LA
116A6 𑚦 TAKRI LETTER VA
116A7 𑚧 TAKRI LETTER SHA
116A8 𑚨 TAKRI LETTER SA
116A9 𑚩 TAKRI LETTER HA
116AA 𑚪 TAKRI LETTER RRA

Various signs
116AB $ 𑚫 TAKRI SIGN ANUSVARA
116AC $𑚬 TAKRI SIGN VISARGA

Dependent vowel signs
116AD $ 𑚭 TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AA
116AE $ i TAKRI VOWEL SIGN I
116AF $𑚯 TAKRI VOWEL SIGN II
116B0 $ u TAKRI VOWEL SIGN U
116B1 $ 𑚱 TAKRI VOWEL SIGN UU
116B2 $ e TAKRI VOWEL SIGN E
116B3 $ 𑚳 TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AI
116B4 $ o TAKRI VOWEL SIGN O
116B5 $ 𑚵 TAKRI VOWEL SIGN AU

Various signs
116B6 $𑚶 TAKRI SIGN VIRAMA
116B7 $ 𑚷 TAKRI SIGN NUKTA

Digits
116C0 0 TAKRI DIGIT ZERO

Figure 3: Proposd names list for Takri
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 𑚊  𑚖  𑚠
 𑚋 () ( ) ()  𑚡
 𑚌  𑚗  𑚢
 𑚍 () ( ) ()  𑚣
 𑚎  𑚘  𑚤
 𑚏  𑚙  𑚥
 𑚐  𑚚 () ( ) ()

 𑚑  𑚛  𑚦
 𑚒  𑚜  ( ) (𑚧)

 — 𑚓  𑚝  𑚨
 𑚔  𑚞  𑚩
 𑚕  𑚟  — 𑚪



     

 𑚀  𑚄  𑚈
 𑚁  𑚅  𑚉
 𑚂  𑚆  𑚀𑚫
 𑚃  𑚇

Table 1: Comparison of the Chambeali Takri font used by Grierson in the Linguistic Survey of
India (column ‘A’) with a digitized font developed by Anshuman Pandey (column ‘B’). Note: 
represents   +  . Characters shown in parentheses are part of the Chambeali
script, but are not proposed for encoding as atomic characters as they can be produced using .
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 𑚊 ਕ 𑆑 क
 𑚋 ਖ 𑆒 ख
 𑚌 ਗ 𑆓 ग
 𑚍 ਘ 𑆔 घ
 𑚎 ਙ 𑆕 ङ
 𑚏 ਚ 𑆖 च
 𑚐 ਛ 𑆗 छ
 𑚑 ਜ 𑆘 ज
 𑚒 ਝ 𑆙 झ
 𑚓 ਞ 𑆚 ञ
 𑚔 ਟ 𑆛 ट
 𑚕 ਠ 𑆜 ठ
 𑚖 ਡ 𑆝 ड
 () — — ड़
 𑚪 ੜ — —

 𑚗 ਢ 𑆞 ढ
 () — — ढ़
 𑚘 ਣ 𑆟 ण
 𑚙 ਤ 𑆠 त

   

 𑚚 ਥ 𑆡 थ
 𑚛 ਦ 𑆢 द
 𑚜 ਧ 𑆣 ध
 𑚝 ਨ 𑆤 न
 𑚞 ਪ 𑆥 प
 𑚟 ਫ 𑆦 फ
 𑚠 ਬ 𑆧 ब
 𑚡 ਭ 𑆨 भ
 𑚢 ਮ 𑆩 म
 𑚣 ਯ 𑆪 य
 𑚤 ਰ 𑆫 र
 𑚥 ਲ 𑆬 ल
 () ਲ਼ 𑆭 ळ
 𑚦 ਵ 𑆮 व
 𑚧 ਸ਼ 𑆯 श
 — — 𑆰 ष
 𑚨 ਸ 𑆱 स
 𑚩 ਹ 𑆲 ह

Table 2: A comparison of consonant letters of Takri, Gurmukhi, Sharada, and Devanagari.
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 𑚀 ਅ 𑆃 अ
 𑚁 ਆ 𑆄 आ
 𑚂 ਇ 𑆅 इ
 𑚃 ਈ 𑆆 ई
 𑚄 ਉ 𑆇 उ
 𑚅 ਊ 𑆈 ऊ
 𑚆 ਏ 𑆍 ए
 𑚇 ਐ 𑆎 ऐ
 𑚈 ਓ 𑆏 ओ
 𑚉 ਔ 𑆐 औ

  

   

- — — — —

- ◌ 𑚭 ◌ਾ ◌𑆳 ◌ा
- ◌ 𑚮 ਿ◌ ◌ 𑆴 ि◌
- ◌𑚯 ◌ੀ ◌𑆵 ◌ी
- ◌ 𑚰 ◌ੁ ◌ 𑆶 ◌ु
- ◌ 𑚱 ◌ੂ ◌ 𑆷 ◌ू
- ◌ 𑚲 ◌ੇ ◌𑆼 ◌े
- ◌ 𑚳 ◌ੈ ◌𑆽 ◌ै
- ◌ 𑚴 ◌ੋ ◌𑆾 ◌ो
- ◌ 𑚵 ◌ੌ ◌𑆿 ◌ौ

Table 3: A comparison of vowel letters and signs of Takri, Gurmukhi, Sharada, and Devanagari.

   

 𑛀 ੦ 𑇐 ०
 𑛁 ੧ 𑇑 १
 𑛂 ੨ 𑇒 २
 𑛃 ੩ 𑇓 ३
 𑛄 ੪ 𑇔 ४

   

 𑛅 ੫ 𑇕 ५
 𑛆 ੬ 𑇖 ६
 𑛇 ੭ 𑇗 ७
 𑛈 ੮ 𑇘 ८
 𑛉 ੯ 𑇙 ९

Table 4: A comparison of digits of Takri, Gurmukhi, Sharada, and Devanagari.
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Figure 4: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Takri (from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table
8a).
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Figure 5: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Takri (from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table
8b).
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Figure 6: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Takri (from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table
8c).
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Figure 7: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Takri digits (from Kaul Deambi 2008:
Table 9).
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Figure 8: A painting (c. 1758) by Nainsukh of Balwant Singh, prince of Jasrota, showing the prince
writing a letter to Amrit Pal, the ruler of Basohli. (from Goswami 1997: 190–191).

Figure 9: Enlargement of Takri letter shown in Figure 8
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Figure 10: A painting (c. 1760) by Nainsukh of Balwant Singh, prince of Jasrota, in the
ṭhākurdvāra (from Goswami 1997: 200–201).

Figure 11: Enlargement of Sanskrit text in Takri shown in Figure 10
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Figure 12: Chart of the Standard Chambeali form of Takri in print (from Grierson 1916a: 640).
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Figure 13: Chart of the Chambeali form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 772).
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Figure 14: The Dogri language printed in Chambeali Takri (from Grierson 1916a: 770).
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Figure 15: Hand-written specimen of the Chambeali form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 785).
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Figure 16: Hand-written specimen of the Kangri language in Chambeali Takri (from Grierson
1916a: 788).
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Figure 17: Entry for the Chambeali (’Chambiali’) language in The Book of a Thousand Tongues
showing a specimen of a bible in printed Takri of the Standard Chambiali type (from American
Bible Society 1938: 80). The font used is identical to that used by Grierson in printing specimens
in the Linguistic Survey of India.
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Figure 18: Chart of the Dogri style of Takri (from Grierson 1916a: 641).
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Figure 19: Comparison of Kangri and Dogri styles of Takri with Gurmukhi (from Grierson 1916a:
642).
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Figure 20: Specimen of the Dogri language written in Dogri Takri (from Grierson 1916a: 760).
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Figure 21: The forms of fractions in Takri and the number forms used to represent them (from Staal
1984: 75).
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Figure 22: Comparison of Dogri and Devanagari vowel and consonant letters (from Staal 1984:
33).

Figure 23: Comparison of Dogri and Devanagari vowel signs (from Staal 1984: 34).
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Figure 24: Two specimens of a trilingual stamp for expedited mail from Jammu State in Dogri
Takri, Persian, and Devanagari scripts. The Takri reads 𑚥𑚰 kakal jarurī (note the use of
Dogri forms for , , , and   ). The Persian reads ضروری خط ḵẖat̤ zarūrī ; the
Devanagari reads āvaśyaka patraआव यक प .

 

 

Figure 25: Four bilingual regular postage stamps from Jammu State in Dogri Takri and Persian.
Stamps , , and  are half ‘anna’ stamps and  is a one ‘anna’ stamp. In all stamps, the Takri text
at the top reads 𑚢 ‘Jammu’ jamau and  ‘Kashmir’ kaśmīr (note the use of Dogri  
for writing ). In , , and , the first line of the center is Persian آنه نم ۱۹۲۳ 1923 [samvat]
nim ānah ‘half ānnā’; the second line of the center is Takri 𑚛 𑚝 ada ana ‘half ānnā’. In ,
the first line of the center is Persian آنه یك yak ānah ‘one ānnā’; the second line of the center is
Takri𑚝. In all stamps, the third line of the center is the date 1923 [samvat] in Takri 𑛁𑛉𑛂𑛃.
The Persian at the bottom reads کشمیر و جمون سرکار و قلمر qalamra o sarkār jammūn o kaśmīr
‘dominions of the ruler of Jammu and Kashmir.’
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Figure 26: A folio of the Līlavatī, a treastise on mathematics, printed in the standardized Dogri
Takri script known as ‘Dogra Akkhar’ (from Pathik 1980: Plate 3). The translation of the Līlavatī of
Bhāskarācārya from Sanskrit into Dogri was commissioned by Maharaja Ranbir Singh and printed
in the reformed Dogri script in 1872 at Vidya Vilas Press, the first printing press in Jammu.
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 𑚀 
 𑚁 
 𑚂 
 𑚃 —

 𑚄 
 𑚅 —

 𑚆 
 𑚇 
 𑚈 
 𑚉 𑚉

 

- no dependent form

- ◌ 𑚭 ◌
- ◌ 𑚮 —

- ◌𑚯 ◌
- ◌ 𑚰 ◌ 𑚰
- ◌ 𑚱 ◌ 𑚱
- ◌ 𑚲 ◌ 𑚲
- ◌ 𑚳 ◌ 𑚳
- ◌ 𑚴 ◌ 𑚴
- ◌ 𑚵 ◌ 𑚵

Table 5: Comparison of Chambeali and Dogri vowel letters and signs (differences highlighted).
Characters shown in parentheses are part of the proposed Takri script, but are not proposed for
encoding as atomic characters as they can be produced using .
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 𑚊 
 𑚋 
 𑚌 
 𑚍 
 𑚎 
 𑚏 𑚏
 𑚐 
 𑚑 
 𑚒 
 — 𑚓
 𑚔 𑚔
 𑚕 
 𑚖 
() () —

 𑚗 𑚗
() () ()

 𑚘 
 𑚙 𑚙

 

 𑚚 
 𑚛 𑚛
 𑚜 
 𑚝 
 𑚞 
 𑚟 𑚟
 𑚠 𑚠
 𑚡 𑚡
 𑚢 
 𑚣 𑚣
 𑚤 
 𑚥 𑚥
() () —

 𑚦 
 () 𑚧
 𑚨 
 𑚩 𑚩
 — 𑚪

Table 6: Comparison of Chambeali and Dogri consonant letters (differences highlighted). Charac-
ters shown in parentheses are part of the proposed Takri script, but are not proposed for encoding
as atomic characters as they can be produced using .
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Figure 27: Chart of the Jaunsari form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 384).
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Figure 28: Specimen of the Jaunsari form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 401).
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Figure 29: Chart of the Sirmauri form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 459).
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Figure 30: Specimen of the Sirmauri form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 468).
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Figure 31: Chart of the Mahasa (Kochi dialect) form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 614).
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Figure 32: Specimen of the Mahasa (Kochi dialect) form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 618).
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Figure 33: Chart of the Kulvi (’Kului’) form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 671).
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Figure 34: Specimen of the Kulvi (’Kului’) form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 680).
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Figure 35: Entry for theKinnauri (’Kanauri’) language in The Book of a Thousand Tongues showing
a specimen of a bible printed in Takri type (from American Bible Society 1938: 188).
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Figure 36: Chart of the Mandeali form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 719).
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Figure 37: Specimen of the Mandeali form of Takri (from Grierson 1916b: 730).
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Figure 38: Chart of Kishtwari form of Takri (from Grierson 1919: 344).
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Figure 39: Specimen of Kishtwari form of Takri (from Grierson 1919: 386).
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Figure 40: Comparison of Sharada and Kishtwari (from Grierson 1919: 255).
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Figure 41: A specimen of Bhattiyali (’Bhateali’) Takri (from Grierson 1916a: 798).
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Figure 42: Specimens of Devāśeṣa, the intermediary between Sharada and Takri (from Chhabra
1957: Plate between pages 4 and 5).
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Figure 43: A copper plate from Chamba containing text in Sanskrit and Chambeali written in
the Devāśeṣa ancestor of Takri. The plate is a document attesting a grant of land by the king
Balabhadravarman to the brahmin Bhāgīrathaśarman (from Chhabra 1957: 127–129; Plate XXV:
Chamba Plate of Balabhadra; vikram samvat 1692 (1635 ). Copper plate 7 3⁄8” × 8 3⁄4”, excluding
left handle. 19 lines).
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Figure 44: Comparison of Sharada, Takri, and Gurmukhi (from Ojhā 1971: Plate LXXVII).
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Figure 45: Comparison of Takri with Sharada and related scripts (from Jensen 1969: 366).
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Figure 47: Comparison of Gurmukhi, Landa, Takri, and Sharada letters (from Grierson 1916a:
625).
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5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?: No. However, there are efforts to reinstate

the script in the Jammu region, primarily for the Dogri language.
(a) If Yes, where? Reference: In India, the United States, and other localities.

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in
the BMP?: No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A

i. If Yes, reference: N/A
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?

No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?: N/A

i. If Yes, reference: N/A
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters

or other proposed characters? No
(a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A

i. If Yes, reference: N/A
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?

Yes
(a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes

i. If Yes, reference: See text of proposal
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes

(a) If Yes, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes
i. If Yes, reference: See text of proposal

(b) Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? N/A
i. If Yes, reference: N/A

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics? Yes
(a) If Yes, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary): Virama

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)? No
(a) If Yes, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified? N/A

i. If Yes, reference: N/A


